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March meaning embodies a kind of reigniting of the hearts and consciousness
of humankind. We feel the initial kicks of spring from the deepest womb of the
Mother (Earth). “Explosive Expression.” The animal spirit guide is the Hare.
National Women’s Day will be celebrated on the 8th. Three Goddesses of note are
Coventina – Celtic Goddess of the Water and Sacred wells. Nuwa – Chinese
.
Creation
Goddess, she is considered to be the creatrix of human kind, and Rhea –
Mother Goddess of Greece; she is seen in quite a macabre light, but maternal as
well. The worm moon presents herself on March 18th.
Spotlight Events:
Please check the events page on the website or the calendar on Facebook to be up-to-date on all the new classes for
the current month. We strive to keep you informed through this newsletter, Facebook, website and Instagram.
If we can schedule a last minute class or workshop, we want you to know about it!

19th – Faery Festival - 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. Amazing Vendors providing retail therapy! Spirit –filled readers, palmists
and psychic mediums to help guide you and food, fun and of course the Elementals will be here! Visit the Faery
Garden and leave a sparkly trinket.

26th – 27th - 9 A.M. to 5 P. M. “Turn Off and Tune In Retreat”. A family oriented weekend of seminars, forums

and practical advice on living with a little less technology. For more information, turn to pages 4 and 5.

29th – 5:30 P.M. to 6:30 P.M. “Munay-Ki Introduction and first 2 – 4 rites”. Munay-ki rites are attunements that
help shift the energetic weavings of our luminous body, providing us with protection and connection.
Universal Wisdom

By Jan

Question Everything and Seek Your Truth
So often we try to find a single answer to our questions. That’s not always the case. As we grow spiritually, we
reach levels of understanding where a single answer no longer fits. This is true whether the answer(s) are from our
guides or others we meet on our journey.
Our answers and messages always come in ways we are capable of understanding at that moment. I’ve been
asked why I answered something one way a few years ago and now it sounds different. I can only speak for myself,
but when I’m asked a question, I answer with what I’ve learned along the way up to that point. The answer may be
different now because I can better comprehend more of the truth as it relates to my journey. Keep in mind, too, my
answer may not be the best answer for everyone. We have different perceptions and are all experiencing varied
stages of Spiritual growth. Try to remember as we continue to learn, the answers may continue to change the
further we progress on our path(s). While we may be on different paths - ultimately our journey is the same.
Continue asking questions from all you meet. Continue searching for the truth as it relates to you. Regardless
of how you search or research, the journey as well as your chosen path begins with you and resides within you. We
are here to learn about the universe and truth of who, what, where, and when of each of us. We must define who we
are and who we want to become. Sometimes it can be difficult to step outside yourself and look inward. We don’t
always like what we see. This is how we grow. Being honest with ourselves enables us to recognize truth as it comes
to us and always for our highest good.
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From the Desk of Eilene

It is that as you grow more and more into Awareness you will find that the occurrences of Intuition appear
more and more frequently. It is that you are and have been removing the obstacles (the misbeliefs) that such is
possible. This was a part of the misbelief system promulgated upon human kind that you are – less than. As you
awaken more and more to the grandeur of which you truly are - Beings of Spirit, you will find the Knowing
becomes like automatic Intuition. It just is, and You just Are - Divine Beings living a bodily experience.
Simply it is your angelic side/Being emerging, as you be Ones to help return this earth to Her True Being, A
place of Love and Peace. Yes, that simple.

Message from Our Friends in Spirit

The Crystal Voices

with Doreen

Image from The Ultimate
Guide to Crystal Grids by
Judy Hall

We are going to be working with Angelic communication this month.
This grid is a 12 pointed star. It's a symbol traditionally associated with
the Angelic Realm and to make contact with your Guardian Angel or
Archangel of your choice
Using this grid place your keystone in the center of the grid according
to the Angel or Archangel with whom you wish to make contact. Use 12
angelic crystals like, Angel's Wing calcite, angelite, blue celestite, Aurora
quartz, larimar, seraphinite or rutilated quartz.
This grid is particularly suitable to be placed on a home altar. This
doesn't mean that you're worshipping the Archangel in question rather you
are simply wishing to contact the Angelic Realm.
Hold crystals in your hand and state your intention. Place crystals on
each point of star working in a clockwise direction. Place keystone in the
center and call on your chosen Archangel to be present or invite your
Guardian Angel.
Keep an open mind leave the grid in place for as long as you feel you
need it twenty minutes or so or place permanently on your altar.
When finished with your grid, remove stones in the opposite direction
and cleanse your crystals.
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Spiritual Archetypes

The Spice Cabinet

In this column, we will inform you of special classes
or workshops, either those beginning during the featured
month or offered as a single class. Here you will find all
the information, including date and times.
Please see our website for a link in the “Classes”
page to sign up or call the store.

We begin a series on Spiritual Archetypes.
*The Alchemist
*The Ascetic
*The Cenobite
*The Devotee
*The Disciple
*The Hermit
*The Mystic
*The Prophet
*The Rebel
*The Sage
*The Saint
*The Shaman

All classes require pre-registration
Thursdays 5pm-6pm – Advanced Chakra Studies
Journey through your 7 main chakras – your body
energy centers. You will explore each chakra
individually in a 4-week course. You will learn to better
understand how each chakra works in your body and
the affect it has when something is out of balance.

The Cenobite values solidarity in the form of
brotherhood, sisterhood or the spiritual family as a way
of experiencing the Divine. Thriving can be best
achieved when a person is called to lead or establishes
oneself as a part of a soul tribe.
When you are open to possibilities, are acutely
aware and internally balanced, you will experience the
following traits:
Loving, Loyal, Caring, Helpful, Easy Going,
Reliable, Selfless, and Hospitable.
These weaknesses can arise when you become
unmindful, imbalanced, and spiritually stagnant:
People-pleasing, Co-dependency, Conformism,
Self-martyrdom, Self-neglecting, and Materialistic

March 6 – 11:30am – 3:30pm - Reiki 1- Usui system
of natural healing in accordance with the Usui Reiki
Ryoho tradition. $ 160.00
March 13 – 11:30am-3:30pm – Reiki 3 – Reiki 1and 2
are pre-requisites $ 280.00

How to Reach Us

Store Phone No. 850/533-6565
Website: www.intuitivespiritualcenter.org

Here are some online links for free Spiritual Architype
quizzes:

FB Stone Soup ISC

https://lonerwolf.com/spiritual-archetype-test/

The Ladle (Newsletter) We will have it in
your electronic mailbox on the first of every
month. Send us your email address through
our website or stop in the store and ask to be
added to our mailing list.

https://dakotaearthcloud.com/gaia-wisdom-free-offe
rings/soul-archetype-quiz/
https://www.steffiefunk.com/soul-archetype-quiz
https://www.ba-bamail.com/quizzes/quiz.aspx?quizi
d=208

Instagram: stonesoupisc
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A note from Jan: “We have an offering of local and a few not-so-local folks coming in to

introduce methods of self-exploration. By turning off the electronics and tuning into self
with these proven techniques, we can strengthen our connection with Spirit and each
other.”
The two-day lineup will include the following workshops:
Bridging the Gap with Words
A local author will inspire participants to “build a bridge of conversation with family and friends.” Bring a journal,
a pen or pencil, and an active imagination.
Using MBSR to Relieve Pain and Stress
This course is based on the eight-week-long stress-reduction clinic developed by Jon Kabat-Zinn, Ph.D., at the
University of Massachusetts Medical Center. Kabat-Zinn is the author of Full Catastrophe Living: Using the Wisdom of
Your Body and Mind to Face Stress, Pain, and Illness.
Sacred Sound Journey
Participants will let go of all that no longer serves them through the healing art of sound—including the energy and
vibrations of Beverly, the Spirit-Awakening Drum, as well as gongs, Tibetan bowls and chimes.
Mind, Body, Spirit: Emersion of the Chakra Energy with the Universe
In this two-part workshop, participants will learn the chakra fundamentals, apply them to their universe chakras
energies and connect their energies to them, then participate in an emersion universe chakra meditation.
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Sacred Harmony: Balancing the Divine Feminine & Masculine Within
Shamanic Energy Therapist Gay Wolff, PhD will discuss the light and dark elements of the feminine and masculine
energies, and ways to bring them into healthy balance.
Family Wellness: The Natural Side
Learn natural methods—from herbs and oils to nutrition and poultices—to address everyday ailments and
illnesses.
Techniques for Losing Your Mind
This open forum will explore techniques for freeing the mind of suffering and what it means to live consciously.
What Is Energy Healing?
Workshop leader GrayBear works with crystals, channeling and psychic ability to help heal the heart, mind and
spirit.
How Intuitive Are You?
Learn to access the keys to one’s own spirituality.
Astral Travel and Remote Viewing
Learn techniques that reach into the realm of remote viewing and astral travel.
Candle Magic 101
Learn to use candle magic in practical ways.
Spirit Drawing
Learn how to paint from the heart to create unique personal art.
3-Sisters Planting
Learn techniques for planting, maintaining and harvesting herbs, and a First Nation method to better utilize space
and resources.
First Nation Prayer Ties
Learn how to create traditional tobacco prayer bundles or prayer ties.
Laughter Meditation
Learn techniques for incorporating laughter into meditation.
Cost: $175 per day, or $300 (prepaid) for both days. Location: 314 Carmel Dr., Fort Walton Beach, FL. For more information, email
intuitivespiritualcenter@gmail.com or visit IntuitiveSpiritualCenter.org.
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Weekly Sunday Meditation will be suspended
to accommodate our Turn Off and Tune In
Retreat schedule on March 27th.
We will return to our free public guided
meditations on Sunday, April 3rd at 12:30.
Why are you not advertising with us? Local small businesses are always welcome to sponsor an ad. Prices start at
$25.00/month. Perks come with a 3 month run; you could become a featured vendor in this newsletter! We have
a readership of more than 1,800! Discounts available for a prepaid 6-month contract. Contact Jan for details.

For One of a Kind Detail:
Call for a free estimate!
850/621-2920
Mikescustomdetail@yahoo.com
For one of a kind detail, call for a free estimate.

850/621-2910

MIKESCUSTOMDETAIL@yahoo.com
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